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ABSTRACT 
Cameron, Goethals, Seidel, and Shult classified the graphs with eigenvalues at 
least - 2 by viewing their vertices as elements of a root system of type A,,, D,, E6. 
E,, or E,. In this paper we characterize graphs satisfying more general algebraic 
conditions by viewing edges as elements in a root system. Specifically, vertices are 
viewed as equal length vectors spanning some Euclidean space that is also spanned by 
a root system @, such that vertices are adjacent if and only if their difference is in @. 
We conclude with some open problems. 
1. BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS 
Let G be a finite, undirected, connected graph, without loops or multiple 
edges, with vertex set VG and edge set EG. A path of length t in G is a 
sequence of t + 1 vertices in VG where vertices adjacent in the sequence are 
adjacent in G. The distance a(u, v) between vertices u, v E VG is the 
length of the shortest path connecting them. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A representation of G is a real symmetric matrix M 
with rows and columns indexed by VG where: 
(1) M is positive semidefinite. 
(2) M = tJ - D for some real t > 0, where D,, is 0 if u = v, 1 if u, v are 
adjacent, and an integer at least 2 otherwise. Here J is the all l’s matrix. 
(3) M - a_/ does not satisfy (1) and (2) for any real a > 0. 
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The representation M is metric if D,, = a(u, v) for all u, v E VG. A 
graph with a (metric) representation is called a (metric) root system graph, or 
RSG. Any M satisfying (1) and (2) can be made to satisfy (3) by reducing t 
sufficiently. 
In this paper we apply the theory of root systems of type A,, D,, E,, E,, 
and E, to characterize RSGs. The main idea is that a representation of 
G provides a way of viewing VG as a set of length fi vectors spanning 
some Euclidean space E, ( , ), which is also spanned by a root system @‘, 
such that vertices are adjacent if and only if their difference is in Cp. Indeed, 
(u-v,u-v)=2=(u’-v’,u’-v’),(u-~,u’-v’)~Zforadjacent u,v 
and u’, v’ in VG. We show vertices in VG have integral inner products with 
roots in Q’, so VG is contained in the so-called weight lattice A of @. The 
Weyl group W of Cp acts as a permutation group on A, partitioning it into 
finite orbits. We show VG is contained in an orbit induced by a sum of 
distinct fundamental dominant weights to obtain our characterization. In the 
metric case we show each of these weights comes from a different orthogonal 
component of a. 
A few words on notation: let [n] be the set { 1,2,. . . , n }. The Kronecker 
delta aij is 1 if i = j, 0 if i # j. E is a Euclidean space with inner product 
( , ), and B & E is the set of v with (v, v) = 2. For a finite subset K of E 
let ZK, Z+K, and Z-K be the sets of all integral linear combinations of 
elements from K, with arbitrary, nonnegative, and nonpositive coefficients, 
respectively. 
We now review root systems, referring to Carter [S] and Humphreys [7] 
for proofs. Some graphs are introduced in Definition 1.3. 
For each T E B let w, : E -+ E be the reflection satisfying w,(v) = v - 
(r, v)r (v E E). A nonempty subset Q, of B is called a (simply laced) root 
system if 
(1) Cp is finite and spans E, 
(2) (r, s) = 0, * 1, +2 for all T, s E 0, 
(3) w,(s) E 0 for all r, s E @. 
The rank of @ is that of E. The Weyl group W of Q is the finite group of 
orthogonal transformations generated by the w, (T E a). For each Q we fix a 
fundamental basis II, which is a sequence II = (rr, rs, . . . , T,,) of roots in Q 
where @ c Z+ II u Z- II. Such bases always exist [7, p. 481, and any two are 
conjugate under W [7, p. 511. The dual basis II* = [91, 92,. . . ,9,] satisfies 
(oi, rj) = aij (i, j E [nl). F rom the definition of II it follows that 
(II) (rY9lh (r,92),-..,(rr9?J are all nonnegative or all nonpositive 
integers for all r E @. 
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We now give some examples. Let 6” = { e,, . . . , e, } denote the standard 
basis for the Euclidean space R”, and let 6, := e, + e2 + . . . + e,. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. 
(1) Let E be the rank n subspace of R”+l orthogonal to a,+ i. Then 
A,,= {e,-ej)i, jE[n+l], i# j, e,,ejEB”+i} (n>l) is a root system, 
with II= {ei-e,,e,-e,,...,e,-e,,, ) and W the symmetric group on 
B n+l 
(2> Let E = R” (n a 4). Th en D,={*ei&ej]i, jE[n], i# j, ei,ejE 
B”}isarootsystemwithn={e,-e,,...,e,_,-e,~,,e,~,-e,,e,_I+e,}. 
Elements of W are permutations of B” followed by an even number of sign 
changes [7, p. 651. 
In addition there are three sporadic roots systems E, of rank n = 6,7,8 
that are described in [5, p. 431. 
A root system is reducible if it can be partitioned into the orthogonal 
union of two nonempty subsets. The above examples are irreducible, and 
they are the only such: any simply laced root system is uniquely decompos- 
able into an orthogonal union of root systems of type An, O,, E,, E,, E, [7, 
p. 571. 
If Qi,..., @‘t are the irreducible components of Q’, with Qi spanning Ei 
(i E [t]), we always take IIIi = II n Ei, IIF = n* f~ Ei to be the fundamental 
and dual bases for Oi (i E [t I). 
For any root system there is an associated class of graphs, which we now 
describe. For any z E E, denote by Wz the set of distinct images of z 
under W. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let Cp be a root system with fundamental basis II. For 
any subset S of II*, set z = CqGsq, and denote by G(S, @) the graph with 
vertex set Wz, with vertices adjacent if their difference is in a. 
G = G(S, a,) is connected, for if not, let H c W be the setwise stabilizer 
of the connected component G, containing z. Now the group elements w, 
(r E II) are in H, for each w,(z) is either z or adjacent to z; but these same 
elements generate W [5, p. 171, giving H = W and G, = G. 
EUMPLE 1.4. Q = A,: For any S* C_ [n] let z = [a,,...,~,,,] E R”” 
satisfy ai - a,+i =l if iES*, 0 if itZS* (iE[rt]), and ~,+a,+...+ 
U n+l = 0. If S = { qi 1 i E S*}, then the vertices of G(S, A,,) are the distinct 
vectors one gets upon permuting the coordinates of z. Vertices are adjacent 
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if their difference is in A,. We note that G(9,, A,) is the Johnson graph 
J(d, 12 + 1) [9]. 
~=D,:ForanyS*~[n]letz=[a,,a,,...,a,]~R”satisfya~-a~+,= 
1 if i E S*, 0 if i 65 S* (i E [n - l]), and a,_, + a,, = 1 if n ES*, 0 if n 4 S*. 
If S = { 9i 1 i E S*}, the vertices of G(S, 0,) are the distinct vectors obtained 
by permuting the coordinates of z and making an even number of sign 
changes. Vertices are adjacent if their difference is in 0,. G(q,_,, 0,) and 
G(9,, 0,) are isomorphic to the half cube iH(n,2) [8], and G({ 9r, 9s}, 0,) 
is D, itself, with vertices adjacent if their inner product is 1. 
The G(S, aa) with Cp reducible are decomposable as follows. The 
Cartesian product G, x G, of graphs G, and G, has vertex set VG, x VG,, 
with vertices adjacent if they are equal in one coordinate and a pair of 
adjacent vertices in the other. The orthogonal decomposition Q = Cp, 
U . . . U Qp, induces the direct product decomposition W( @) = W( @r ) 
@ . . . $ W( Qt), which gives 
G = G(S,, @i) x . . . x G(S,, at), 
where Si = S nspan(Qi) (i E [t]). 
The weight lattice A = ZIT* of @ is the set of o E E with integral inner 
products with everything in @. A+ = Zt II* is the set of dominant weights 
of 0 [7, p. 671, while the elements of II* are the fundamental dominant 
weights. W acts as a permutation group on A, partitioning it into infinitely 
many orbits. We shall use the following results: 
(1.2) Each W-orbit of A contains a unique dominant weight [7, p. 681. 
(1.3) Any w E W fixing a dominant weight z also fixes each 9i for which 
(z, r,) # 0 [5, p. 281. 
2. THE CLASSIFICATION 
We now characterize RSGs. 
THEOREM 2.1. 
(1) If a graph G has a representation of rank m > 1, then G is a vertex 
subgraphofa Cartesian product G(S,,Ql)X ... X G(S,,Qt) (1 <t COO) 
where 
(i) each ipi is an irreducible root system of type A,,, D,,, E,, E,, E,; 
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(ii) each Si is a nonempty set of fundamental dominant weights of Qi; 
(iii) C”,,,rank Qi = m. 
(2) If the representation is metric, each Si contains exactly one element. 
(3) Conversely, any vertex subgraph of a Cartesian product G(S,,QI) 
x . . . x G( S,, Qt) satisfying (i)-(iii) has a representation of rank < m. 
However, it may not be metric even if each Si contains one element. 
Proof of (1). W e interpret a given rank m representation M as the 
matrix of inner products for vectors VG that span some rank m Euclidean 
space E, ( , ). For convenience we identify vertices with vectors. The set 
K = {U - v 1 u, v E VG, (u,v) E EG} also spans E; otherwise the inner 
product matrix of the orthogonal projection of VG into span(K) would 
violate (3) of Definition 1.1. Now (r, r) = 2 for alI r E K, and if r, s E K 
then (T, s) is an integer satisfying the Cauchy inequality (r, s)~ < 
(r, T)(s, s) = 4, so K is contained in the root system Q = ZK f~ B. Now 
u, v E VG are adjacent if and only if u - v E @, for both statements are 
equivalent to (u, v) = (u, U) - 1. We now show G is a subgraph of G(S, @) 
for some S, by showing VG c Wz, where z is a sum of distinct fundamental 
dominant weights, We first note VG c A, for Q c ZK, and if x E VG and 
r = u - v E K then (x, r) = M,, - M,, E Z. Secondly we see VG is con- 
tained in some W-orbit of A, for if (u, v) E EG and r = u - v, then 
w,(u) = v. By (1.2) we have VG c Wz for some z E A+, and by symmetry 
we assume z E VG. 
If p= {uo,ul,..., uf} is a path in G, we say the roots ri = u~_~ - ui 
(i E [ f 1) are involved in p, and note wP = wTfwTf_, . . . w,, satisfies wP( z+,) = 
Uf 
We need to show the coordinates ci, c2,. . . , c, of z with respect to II* are 
all 0 or 1, so assume some cj > 2. Since K is not orthogonal to qj, we can 
pick some u E VG with t = c?(u, z) minimal subject to the existence of an 
edge (u, v) E EG where (u - v, qj) # 0. Set r = u - v. Also, connect u and 
z by a minimal path p, and set w = w,,. By the minimality of t, all roots 
involved in p are orthogonal to q., so w(qj) = qj. Now the (w(r), qi) 
(iE [n]) all have the same sign Ly (ll), so l= (r,u) = (w(r),z) = 
CYzn=l(w(r), qi)ci with cj > 2 forces 0 = (w(r), qj) = (w(r), w(qj)) = 
(r, qj) Z 0, a contradiction. Hence ci = 0 or 1 (i E [ml) and G c G(S, O), 
where S = { qi ] ci = 1, i E [ml}. Now let @i,. . . , Qp, be the irreducible compo- 
nents of @ with Qi spanning Ei (i E [t]). Now each Si = S n E, contains at 
least one element; otherwise z and hence Wz would be orthogonal to the 
W-invariant space Ei, contradicting our opening line. We are now done with 
(1) by the remarks following Example 1.4. n 
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Proof of (2). Now let the representation be metric, and assume II is 
labeled so S= {9i,..., 9e} for some e >, t. It suffices to show e Q t. Let 
K, = {T 1 r E K, (r, sj) = 0 for all j E [e]}, and for each i E [e] set Ki = 
{ r 1 r E K, (r, 9j) = aij for all j E [e]}. The fact that M is metric means 
(r, z) E { - LO, l} for all r E K, so by (1.1) the sets K,, K,, - K,, K,, 
-K 2,‘.‘, K,, - K, partition K. We note each Ki is nonempty, for other- 
wise 9i is orthogonal to K and hence a. Now ZK = ZK, + *. . + ZK,, for if 
r = u - IJ E K,, fix minimal paths from o to z and z to u and note that the 
roots involved in these paths are not in K, and sum to r. We now claim 
K 1,.-, K, are orthogonal; for pick distinct K,, K, (f, h E [e]), and suppose 
(r, s) # 0 for some r E K,, s E K,. If (r, s) = 1 then r - s E Cp, with 
(r - s, 9f), (r - s, qh) of opposite sign, violating (l.l), so (r, s) = - 1, 
putting r + s E a. We now find a w* E W where (w*(T + s), sf), (w*(r + 
s), qh) have opposite signs. Set r = u - 0, s = x - y for some (u, v), (x, y) 
EEG, and note that either 6’(v,y)=a(u,y)+l or a(u,x)=a(u,x)+l. 
The two cases are similar, so we concentrate on the first, putting the 
modifications required for the second in brackets. Let pi, p, and p, be 
minimal length paths from z to U, u to y [u to x], and x to z, respectively, 
and set wi = wP (i = 1,2,3). Set w* = wsw, (w* = ws), and note that 
w = w*w2wr (w = w*wz w,wi) fixes z and hence both 9f and q,,, by (1.3). 
The roots involved in p, and p, are orthogonal to r, so W*(T) = w (r ) 
(w*(r) = - W(T)), whereas those involved in p, are orthogonal to s, giving 
w*(s) = - s (w*(s) = s). In the first case, for i = f or h we have 
(W*(T),Qi)=(W(T),w(qi))=(r,qi) and (w*(s)>9i)= -(s,9i), forcing 
( W*(T + s), 9f) = 1 and (w*(r + s), qh) = - 1, contradicting (1.1); and in 
the second case we get a similar conclusion. Hence K,, . . . , K, are orthogonal, 
giving us the orthogonal decomposition 
nB= fi (ZKinB) 
i=l 
and t > e irreducible components for ip. n 
Proof of (3). Take any vertex subgraph G, of the Cartesian product, and 
let F = span{ u - u ]( u, u) E EG, }. Then the matrix of inner products of the 
orthogonal projection of VG, into F is a representation of G, of some 
dimension < m. Examples like G, = G(9,, 0,) demonstrate the validity of 
our last assertion. n 
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3. OPEN PROBLEMS 
(1) Classify the minimal forbidden graphs, i.e. graphs that are not RSGs 
but whose proper vertex subgraphs are. A graph is an RSG if and only if it 
contains no minimal forbidden subgraphs. See Kumar, Rao, and Singhi [6] on 
the graphs with least eigenvalue > - 2. 
(2) When can a graph have more than one representation, and how are 
the root systems involved related? 
(3) Metric RSGs with iD = A,, are those subgraphs of a Johnson graph 
that inherit the parent distance function. Find the metric RSGs with Q = D,, 
E,, E,, and E,. 
(4) A representation of G allows us to view VG as a subset of a 
Euclidean space. When do the distinct inner products induce an association 
scheme on VG? See Bank and Ito [l] for an introduction to this concept. In 
the metric case [B, 91 contain relevant information. 
(5) Let G be an RSG contained in some G(S, @) as in Theorem 2.1, and 
fix a base vertex v. Let H, be the set of wr, E W for which p is a closed path 
in G with endpoints v. Then H, is a subgroup of the stabilizer of v in W. 
What groups can occur as H,? We note that H, are conjugate in W for all 
VEVG. 
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